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Preparations are well underway for our October Splash 2016 exhibition. 
Once again, it will take place at the Academy Galleries, the best central 
city exhibition venue in Wellington. We look forward to continuing the 
positive working relationship that we established with the staff at the 
Academy over the course of last year’s show.
Entry forms for the exhibition are included with this newsletter. You 
may enter up to three paintings. Please read the terms and conditions 
carefully before filling in the entry form. Entry forms need to reach us 
by 30 September 2016.
Please note that giving us your bank account number on the entry 
form will facilitate payment if your paintings sell at the exhibition. 
Receiving day for your paintings is Tuesday 11. Opening night is Friday 
14 October. The exhibition will be open to the public from Saturday 15 
October till Sunday 30 October. 
This year’s guest artist is Philip Markham. An interview with Philip 
featured in the last newsletter. After a distinguished career as a ballet 
dancer in New Zealand then in London Philip became an art teacher 
and later a full-time professional artist. Philip is a former President 

of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts and a long-time member 
of Watercolour New Zealand. In 2000, he received the Governor 
General’s Art Award for high Attainment in painting.
We are keen to maintain the high standard of recent Splash exhibitions 
– the standard seems to be getting better and better – and hope that you 
are busy producing you best work for the show. If you are from outside 
of Wellington and have never visited the exhibition, it is well worth 
the trip. Our Splash exhibitions have become one of the highlights 
of the Wellington visual arts calendar and a number of visitors have 
commented that our exhibitions have opened their eyes to the beauties 
of watercolour.   
Please get in touch with us if you are able to help out. As is the case 
with most volunteer organisations, a small number of people put in 
an enormous amount of effort to make our exhibitions a success. We 
would particularly appreciate assistance with the set-up phase of the 
exhibition (11 October-14 October), minding the show, and the pack-
out on 30 October.
We look forward to seeing your best work in the show.
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From the President
We hope you’ve either got your three paintings ready for Splash in 
October or are busy working on them. Entry forms are enclosed with 
this newsletter. They need to reach us by 30 September. Please read 
the terms and conditions carefully particularly regarding framing 
and presentation. We’d like you to pay special attention to the swing 
tag. Please attach the swing tag to the back of the painting, close to 
the top and in the middle. The string has to be of a length that enables 
the tag to hang about half way down the front of the painting so we 
can see the artist’s name, the title and the price for cataloguing. If it’s 
too short, we can’t do this. If it’s too long it protrudes from the bottom 
of the painting when it’s hung. Every year we get several paintings 
where the swing tag hasn’t been attached correctly. It doesn’t take 
much to do it properly and it causes a lot of frustration for cataloguers 
and hangers when it’s not right. 
The article on teaching youngsters to paint makes me think back to 
when I started painting in watercolour. I’d always been interested in 
art so when I was about nine Santa brought me a set of Winsor & 
Newton half-pan watercolours. My father subscribed to the English 
magazine The Artist, and I used to eagerly await its arrival in the 
mailbox every month. I taught myself to paint by copying the colour 

reproductions of watercolours in its pages, and  by reading the 
articles that went with them. Dad was an oil painter but understood 
what made a good watercolour. ‘Don’t overwork it,’ was his constant 
refrain. He had a couple of other favourite sayings as well: ‘Art is 
observing’ and ‘Put your darkest darks next to your lightest lights.’ 
I soon understood the advantage of painting on proper watercolour 
paper rather than the cartridge paper I had started with. I also saved 
up and bought myself a couple of sable brushes, a half inch flat and 
a smaller round. Good equipment does make a difference. In those 
days though, I probably did more drawing than painting.
I gave up painting when I was about 18 - a result of the usual 
adolescent preoccupations - and didn’t take it up again until 2005. 
What a difference in what’s available to people wanting to learn 
watercolour these days, compared to the 1950s and 1960s: Youtube 
videos, instructional DVDs, workshops, outdoor painting groups – 
the list goes on and on. And then, of course, there’s Watercolour New 
Zealand, providing encouragement and support to anyone who loves 
the medium and wants to improve their skills.

John Toft
President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

At Queen’s Birthday weekend a group of intrepid artists, most of 
them members of WNZ, made their annual pilgrimage to Flock 
Hill to paint the Canterbury high country.

Chris Parsons took this photo of Bernadette Parsons, Claire 
Forbes, Jane Smith, Adrienne Pavelka and Biddy Karston trying 
to decide what part of an almost 360 degree panorama to paint. 
From North to South was the Waimakariri River. Below them 
from east to west were Mt White, the homestead and the Hawden 
River. Glorious, still weather for all 3 days of the holiday weekend 
and some fabulous paintings, including Bernadette’s watercolour 
of Arthur’s Pass, painted on location in about an hour on a cold 
but clear day.

Member profile

Wendy Masters is a painter, potter and 
sculptor bursting with energy for her 
art.  She has enjoyed and gained much 
from working for several art groups in 
the region.  Sue Wild talked to her in her 
home on the Kapiti Coast. 

A DIFFERENT RECIPE EVERY DAY
Wendy Masters is competent in a range of media.  People 
are often taken by surprise.  Someone who has come to love 
Wendy’s textured clay figures might be amazed to find an equally 
delightful sculpture in bronze of a tree set on a Coromandel 
stone, or a sparkling painting in watercolour.  Her blue eyes 
twinkle as she describes her passion:  ‘When I see beauty – often 
in simple everyday things – I think how shall I create this?  What 
medium will I choose? I like all the painting mediums for their 
own characteristics, but watercolour most of all.  Before starting 
I decide which to use and how I will go about it.  To limit myself 
to one medium or style would be like cooking the same recipe 
every day.  It is interesting and exciting to see how each work 
develops.”  She paints to express herself.  Wendy feels her wide 
range may confuse.  People may wonder which is the real Wendy 
Masters.  But, she asks, why should anybody use just one style?  A 
buyer should be purchasing because they love the work, not for 
the artist’s name.

A SOUND GROUNDING
A foundation student of the new school of design at Wellington 
Polytechnic in 1959, Wendy spent one year gaining the New 
Zealand Fine Arts Preliminary Exam, then three years working 
for a Diploma in Graphic Design, continuing with the traditional 
Fine Arts subjects as well.  She gained a solid training in drawing 
and composition and an understanding of tone and colour. 
During these years she had drawings accepted for the New 
Zealand School Journal and for a book of dress patterns by Nancy 
King.  Interestingly, among other jobs in the Auckland world of 
graphic design Wendy drew diagrams for the heart surgeons at 
Green Lane hospital.  

CASTING WIDER
In the 1970s Wendy moved with her husband and two children 
to the Kapiti coast and joined the infant Kapiti Arts and Crafts 
Society.  Already a keen painter, Wendy wanted to make some 
domestic pottery for her new house and learned to use clay at 
Kapiti College night classes, at workshops organised by Wellington 
Potters Association and at Kapiti Arts and Crafts Society.  She was 
eventually producing enough work to sell and exhibit at several 

An interview with WENDY MASTERS

By SUE WILD

PAINTING AT FLOCK HILL

craft shops and galleries around the country, often as the invited 
special guest exhibitor.   In the 1990s Wendy turned her focus 
from thrown pots to clay sculptures, mixing pumice sands from 
the local beach with clay to give a textured effect.  Her energetic 
output included a variety of media and she contributed to three or 
four exhibitions each year.  1n 1996, 2001 and 2007 she was among 
an elite group of New Zealand watercolourists who participated 
in the International Watercolour Biennial Exhibition in Mexico.  
She became a popular tutor, taking workshops for Watercolour 
New Zealand and other groups.  She was one of 30 artists selected 
for the book “New Zealand in Watercolour” by Denis Robinson.  
Over the years Wendy has given time and energy to the societies 
that have supported her ventures, especially the Kapiti Arts and 
Crafts Society, the New Zealand Society of Potters, the New 
Zealand Academy of Fine Arts and Watercolour New Zealand.

WATERCOLOUR
Wendy was inspired by Tui McLauchlan’s watercolours – free, 
mysterious, with beautiful colours and sensitive lines.  She 
has always loved the work of Raoul Dufy who spread a wash 
of unifying colour and then painted and drew into it.  But she 
deliberately avoided being taught how to use watercolour.  With 
a solid knowledge of drawing and composition, she was able to 
experiment and develop in her own way.  She is still doing that.

LOOKING
Wendy has a number of favourite locations from which to paint 
the view toward Kapiti Island, perhaps from the hills or across an 
estuary.  These are spots where the foreground offers interesting 
shapes and lines.  She already knows the view will make a good 
painting and that the scene will be fresh with differing weather, 
time of year or time of day.   She uses a view-finder, often made 
with her fingers, to identify content and composition.  “You 
need to move around, move the view-finder in and out until you 
have the right composition.” Then she looks for a long time.  “I 
psyche myself into it.”  She looks for the shapes, the lines, how 
they intersect, where they enter and leave the composition, the 
tones, how the shadows run.   She needs to know all this before 
she starts.  And line is a characteristic of Wendy’s watercolours.  
Sometimes she draws before painting, sometimes after; she might 
use fine pen, oil pastel, wax crayon, conté or a brush with Indian 
ink.  Often the lines are a drawn as a part of the painting design in 
their own right; not to be coloured to. 
“All my works develop individually - like children!”
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We all have family tales.  A particularly ‘Wild’ story is of my little 
brother, aged two, drawing on his bedroom wall during nap time – 
with marmite!  Nowadays marmite has been superseded by a feast of 
materials in wonderful formats and colours, along with a wide choice 
of acceptable surfaces.  Young children delight in having tools to paint 
and draw and are especially happy when the medium is wet or gooey 
and can be applied with fingers.  
From the age of seven or eight youngsters are ready to expand their 
skills and create works of art.  Here we offer tips gathered from tutor 
members on how to enthuse the young to paint with watercolour.

MATERIALS
Good quality paper is important.  All our tutors say you can keep 
costs down with cheaper paints and brushes but the paper must 
be good.  Choose a weight of 180 gsm or heavier.  Light paper will 
buckle and puddle and be immediately disappointing.  Avoiding early 
disappointment is crucial.
Brushes should be big:  preferably round pointy brushes of different 
sizes, flat and hake. 
Paints:  About five basic colours are enough to make a start.  Bernadette 
Parsons tutors in primary schools and finds the paints and brushes 
provided in school are fine to use.
Provide a backing board so, as Bernadette says “they can feel the joy of 
tilting!”  This could be simply a large piece of cardboard.
Chat about the materials as you go.  Kids should understand the value 
of quality paper.  Ask them why there is no white and no green.

EVERY STROKE IS A GOOD ONE
Starting indoors is easier and avoids flapping paper and distractions. 
Spend a little time teaching respect for brushes – pre-wetting, filling a 
brush, applying strokes on paper and watching how pigments blend to 
make secondary colours.
Choose a painting that is not too complex.  Alfred Memelink suggests 
a good starter is a landscape with plenty of sky area (wet-in-wet 
technique) and a low mountain range (wet-on-dry).  Model technique 
but keep your demonstration short.  As a primary school teacher 
taking an art lesson,  I found the biggest challenge was to demonstrate 
enough to inspire but to stop short of modelling something detailed 
which the kids would try to copy.  Better to open the door and set 
them free to paint their world.  Alfred finds that painting wet-in-wet 
has great appeal for kids.  “In order to get the best result, children need 

to learn about the dampness of the paper, to understand the window 
of opportunity when you can continue adding paint, and to know 
when that window closes and you need to ‘leave well enough alone’.  
This rule is heard ten times in every session.”  Hands behind your 
back, walk away, no more fiddling.
Alfred tutors groups of children for Watercolour New Zealand and 
uses his tricky sense of humour to make it fun.  For instance, he asks 
them to invent names for colours – ‘nappy yellow’ for ochre and ‘tug 
boat red’ are favourites.
Bernadette Parsons aims to eliminate the fear that children have of 
making a mistake.  She assures them that “Every stroke is a good one.  
There’s no such thing as a mistake.”

EXPLORING
Hours of fun and learning can result from combining other media 
with watercolour.  Use a water-resistant drawing tool like wax crayon 
or even wax candle to make simple curving lines before painting.  
Drop a sprinkle of salt into wet paint to create lovely effects. Draw 
with waterproof pen over loose colour to pick out shapes.  Paint a 
background wash of loose wet-in-wet colour, let it dry, then drop 
on a small blob of strong colour and ‘draw’ by blowing it through a 
straw.  It will create wiggly lines.  Seaweed in an underwater scene 
is a perfect topic. Children have the advantage of a fresh view of the 
world.  Be ready to run alongside their creativity and watch for the 
magic.  Einstein said imagination is more important than knowledge.

ENSURING ACHIEVEMENT
Ensure that each child takes away a completed watercolour and a 
beaming smile of creative satisfaction.  Aim for them to get that 
buzz of excitement that you got from your own first successful 
watercolour.  Alfred remembers his own first success:  “I was working 
on board a ship and needed a hobby to keep me out of the bar.  My 
first watercolour was simply sea and two puffy white clouds!”  
Providing a mat to place round work gives it a professional finish.  
Pinning it to a wall or fridge door says “You are an artist.  Do more 
of this.”
Enhance the learning by showing the young artists paintings by 
experienced artists and encouraging them to identify what they like.  
A trip to an exhibition or gallery can foster an awareness of how 
art portrays culture and environment, and an appreciation of colour, 
line, shape, composition, tone and texture.  Watercolour is an ideal 
choice for young artists – affordable and portable.  

Graham Greene said “There is always one moment in childhood 
when the door opens and lets the future in.”  Open that door!

The next generation
Colour the future
By SUE WILD

Dong Kingman (1911-2000) was born 
in Oakland, California but grew up in 
Hong Kong where he received his earliest 
art training in calligraphy, traditional 
Chinese watercolour painting, and later 
on, Western painting techniques. During 
the Depression, he returned to the United 
States where he lived in San Francisco, 
working at a number of jobs and painting 
whenever he could. His first one-man 
show gained him immediate recognition 
and enabled him to work for the art project 
of the Works Progress Administration, 
a New Deal scheme that paid American 
artists to produce artworks which were 
displayed in public buildings. Kingman 
established himself as one of the best 
known California style watercolourists. At 
the end of World War II he moved to New 
York.
Kingman achieved considerable fame 
for his watercolours which are in the 
collections of many major museums 
including the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, the Museum of Modern Art and the 
Art Institute of Chicago. Kingman was the 
most famous Asian-American of his era.
‘I am Oriental when I paint trees and landscapes, but Occidental 
when I paint buildings, ships, or three-dimensional subjects with 
sunlight or shadow,’ Kingman said. Asked why he was so fascinated 
by architecture and cityscapes he replied, ‘I was brought up, and 
have always lived in cities – Oakland, Hong Kong, San Francisco, 
New York City – and always right in the heart of the asphalt jungle, 
amid poor people in busy, noisy, congested areas. After many years, 
I’ve become familiar with my cities, with their people and animals, 
and with the ups and downs, ins and outs of their streets, parks and 
buildings.’ Bridges were one of Kingman’s favourite motifs. He found 
them interesting because of their simple forms, monumental shapes, 
and strong sunlight and shadows. 

South Street Bridge, in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, shows Brooklyn Bridge seen from a fish market in South Street. 
Like most of Kingman’s urban scenes, a closer inspection reveals 
any number of wacky details. The two small signs to the left of the 
painting both say ‘THINK,’ and this is also the name on the stern of 
the tugboat. There are dark shadows of what appear to be two men 
in hats on the wall on the right, three faces on the corrugated iron 
wall on the left and behind them an Oriental figure with spiky hair, 
dressed in a robe. On the wall to the left of the striped awning are 
two cows, one with the word ‘FAT’ painted over it, and so on. ‘I put 
all that in for fun,’ Kingman explained. ’If people take my work too 
seriously, I’m disappointed.’    

South Street Bridge by Dong Kingman
Article by JOHN TOFT

Notable watercolours

New Members welcome!   We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new members 
from home and abroad. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, exhibitions and 
discounts at art stores.    Annual subscription:    Member – $40    Couple – $50    Student (enrolled) – $20

Name  .......................................................................  Address  ..............................................................................

Phone  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Mobile  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Email  .......................................................................   ..................................................... Post code ......................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member  ...........................

 President: John Toft 04 934 2699 johntoft@paradise.net.nz
 Vice President: Sue Wild 04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com
 Vice President: Sudha Shenoy 04 388 3837 sudha.shenoy@xtra.co.nz
 Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@clear.net.nz

Please post with subscription to:

   Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
   PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand

New members who would like a listing in the Artists Directory on our website, please email amethystsky@clear.net

Welcome to our new members: 
Sarah Deans (Akaroa) • Ken and Muriel Garrett (Auckland) • Mickey Fan (Wellington) • Sandie Brown (Christchurch) 
• Barry Saich (Gore) • Natalia Vidyakina (Wellington) • Maurice Middleditch (Otago) • Shirley Milward (Wellington) • 

Ginette Wang (Auckland) • Pam Lines (Waihi Beach) • David Foley and Adrienne Dietrich (Whangarei) • Rochelle Ebbett 
(Tauranga) • Loveday Kingsford (Auckland) • Vicky Taylor (Hastings) • John Campbell (Auckland) • Jenny Pritchard 

(Waikanae) • Biddy Karston (Nelson) • Marian Cunningham (Gore)
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Watercolour history
EDWARD HOPPER
By JOHN TOFT
Edward Hopper (1882–1967) is regarded as one 
of the foremost American artists of the twentieth 
century. However, he didn’t sell his first painting, 
an oil entitled Sailing, until he was 31 years old. 
He had to wait a further ten years before he sold 
another. Hopper later recalled, ‘For many years 
after I left art school I had to do commercial 
drawing and illustrations to make any money 
at all. I couldn’t sell any paintings. Then came a 
time when I did sell paintings.’ It was Hopper’s 
watercolours that brought about this change of 
fortune, earning him both critical acclaim and 
commercial success.
Hopper painted his first serious watercolours in the summer of 
1923, which he spent in Gloucester, Massachusetts, the country’s 
busiest seaport and a favourite haunt of artists. A well known 
painter of the time, John Sloan, gave up going to Gloucester 
because ‘There was an artist’s shadow beside every cow and 
the cows themselves are dying from eating paint rags.’ Hopper, 
however, ignored the popular painting sites around the harbour. 
‘When everyone else would be painting ships and the waterfront,’ 
he said, ‘I’d just go around looking at houses.’ 
Also in Gloucester that summer was Jo Nivison, who had 
attended art school with Hopper. In addition to their mutual 
devotion to painting, they shared a love of French poetry, movie-
going and theatre. Hopper and Jo explored Gloucester together 
and Jo, an accomplished plein air painter, persuaded him to take 
up watercolour. 
Later that year when she was invited to submit paintings to 
the Brooklyn Museum’s annual watercolour exhibition, Jo 
recommended the work of her new friend, Edward Hopper, to the 
organisers. Hopper had six paintings accepted. Helen Appleton 
Read, art critic for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, hailed them as one 
of the high spots in the exhibition. Like Winslow Homer, she 
said, Hopper ‘believes in the authority of big simple forms over 
the effect attained by brilliant brushwork...What vitality and 
force and directness!’ Royal Cortissoz, another prominent critic, 
pronounced them ‘exhilarating,’ and a tribute to ‘what can be done 
with the homeliest subject if only one possesses the seeing eye.’ 
To top it off, the Brooklyn Museum purchased one of Hopper’s 
watercolours, The Mansard Roof, for its permanent collection. 

In 1924, shortly before his forty-second 
birthday, Hopper and Jo got married. Over 
the summer, which they again spent in 
Gloucester, Hopper produced a number of 
watercolours that he exhibited at his second 
one-man show. At his first, in January 1920, 
he hadn’t sold a single painting. This time, 
all 11 watercolours and five oil paintings 
sold, marking a major turning point in 
Hopper’s career. He disliked having to work 
as a commercial artist, ‘Illustration didn’t 
interest me,’ he said, ‘I was forced into it by 
an effort to make some money, that’s all.’ 
The success of his second one-man show - 
and his watercolours in particular - allowed 
Hopper to give up commercial illustration 
and devote himself entirely to painting.

Recalling the time when he was forced to earn his living as an 
illustrator, Hopper said, ‘I was always interested in architecture, but 
the editors wanted people waving their arms. Maybe I am not very 
human. What I wanted to do was to paint sunshine on the side of 
a house.’  And houses were Hopper’s favourite watercolour subject 
along with, to a lesser extent, lighthouses and trawlers - he had at 
one time entertained the idea of a career as a naval architect. He 
painted only a handful of pure landscapes.
In 1927, good painting sales allowed Hopper to buy his first car, a 
two year old Dodge. Owning a car enabled Hopper and Jo to range 
more widely on their summer painting expeditions. The Dodge also 
served as a studio when they painted on location. Jo would paint 
in the front, leaning her board against the steering wheel, while 
Hopper, who was six foot five inches tall, occupied the back seat.
Hopper painted his watercolours on location over the summer, his 
oils during winter in the studio. For more than two decades, he was 
a prolific watercolourist. He regarded watercolour as an important 
medium in its own right, not as a means of producing studies for 
his oils. 
In May 1946, Hopper and Jo drove via New Orleans to Mexico 
where they stayed for over a month. They then headed north to 
Wyoming. This trip effectively marked the end of Hopper’s career 
as a watercolourist; he was to paint only six more watercolours 
between then and his death in 1967. When asked whether he had 
stopped painting watercolours because he preferred to work more 
slowly, Hopper replied, ‘I don’t think that’s the reason I do fewer 
watercolours. I think it’s because watercolours are done from nature 
and I don’t work from nature any more. I find I get more of myself 
working in the studio.’

Getting more of himself was important to Hopper. He wrote ‘Great 
art is the outward expression of an inner life in the artist, and this 
inner life will result in his personal vision of the world.’ He was fond 
of quoting the German writer, Goethe: “The beginning and the end 
of all literary activity is the reproduction of the world that surrounds 
me by means of the world that is in me, all things being grasped, 
related, recreated, moulded and constructed in a personal form, in 
an original manner.’ ‘For me,’ said Hopper, ‘this applies to painting 
fundamentally.’ 
The paintings Hopper is famous for today are his oils depicting the 
essential loneliness of city life. The people who inhabit them are 
detached from their surroundings and have retreated into their 
own inner world. A friend of Hopper’s recalled that whenever he 
questioned him about his paintings he would always say, ‘It’s about 
me.’ 
But Hopper’s watercolours, painted on location during his summer 
holidays, were the paintings that first brought him critical acclaim 
and commercial success. Why are they so memorable? There is 
nothing fancy about them in terms of technique. Even his dealer 
noted that Hopper avoided clever brushwork or washes. One part 
of the answer lies in the simplicity, strength and geometrical rigour 
of their composition, the other in his depiction of light. In his 
watercolours, Hopper was able to do what he said he always wanted 
to do: paint sunshine on the side of a house. 

Hopper’s watercolours also possess a certain indescribable quality, 
hinted at by his wife when she wrote in her diaries of ‘E’s silent, 
austere, outwardly serene pictures.’ She had tried, she said ‘to pin E. 
down as to his larger purpose – extracting something to the effect 
that it is an attempt to crystallize a moment of time.’ Perhaps the last 
word should go to Hopper himself, who told an interviewer ‘I would 
like to say what Renoir said: that the important element in a picture 
cannot be defined, cannot be explained – perhaps it’s better.’



Shadows used to create interesting patterns

• Advertise your artwork for sale in the magazine. 
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Blue-mauve shadows cast on the underlying colour

Shadows as a device to direct the eye to the area of interest
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Book Review
Greg Allen on Painting Shadows
After the portrait workshop he conducted recently for Watercolour 
New Zealand, top Australian watercolourist Greg Allen talked to Sue 
Wild and John Toft over a beer about painting shadows. 
Greg maintains that there are two things you need to think about when 
painting shadows. First, what is a shadow and how does it look to us 
and secondly, the part shadows play in the overall design of a painting.
What is a Shadow
‘A shadow is the inability of the sun to hit the ground. When you’re 
looking at a shadow you’re only looking at an absence of sunlight, not 
a total absence of light. The remaining light that falls into a shadow is 
the rest of the blue sky and that’s why shadows are blue-mauve. When 
you’re out of the sunlight you’re not out of the light, you’re only out of 
the white light. The more distant a shadow is it can be bluish-mauve on 
a light surface but the other thing you need to remember is that if we 
need to inform ourselves about what the real colour of the shadow is we 
can say “Oh well, there’s a shadow over green grass. It’s still green grass 
in the shadow. It’s just shadowed green grass.”’  

SHADOWS IN A WORK OF ART
‘If you really want my total answer to shadows in a work of art,’ says 
Greg, ‘we need not talk about shadows as a scientific phenomenon at all. 
You’ve got to completely change tack and realise that what we’re doing 
in painting is creating pleasing shapes, and that is the real nub of the 
problem. A bad painting will have bad shapes. The power, the dynamic, 
the appeal of a good work of art depends on its shapes being arranged in 
an interesting way. When you arrange things in a boring way you get a 
boring painting. When you arrange things in an interesting way you get 
an interesting painting. 

In that context shadows are just shapes that you control and when you 
think like that you can’t actually let real life totally dictate your shadows. 
You’ve got to turn off from the information that you’re seeing in front 
of you at a particular time in the painting and say, “The shadows tell me 
that I’m going to put lots of sharp edges all the way down at the bottom 
left but lots of sharp edges against a light bitumen road is going to drag 
the eye all the way down there,” so you’re not going to do that even 
though you see the shadows doing that in real life.

So you can look at the shadows scientifically without being a painter 
who understands shapes and patterns and record them well enough to 
look real but if you’re not careful this can work to the detriment of your 
painting. You’ve got to realise that shadows are a very malleable thing. 
A shadow is something that is so easily manipulated by the good artist.’
How Good Artists Paint Shadows
‘Amanda Hyatt and many other artists will actually close out the whole 
front of the painting with shadows and what that does is deliberately 
drag the eye to the high contrast in the middle of the picture. What 
that is, is total manipulation of the shadow beyond what the shadow is 
actually doing. It’s the artist using shadow as a device, as a system of eye 
control -  and that’s the way you’ve really got to look at shadows. They’re 

This is Alvaro’s third book on watercolour. His two previous books, 
Watercolour Painting with Passion and Painting with Passion: Beyond 
Technique are out of print. Copies are advertised on  both Amazon and 
Abebooks at outrageous prices. 
Alvaro Castagnet’s Watercolour Masterclass is aimed at painters who 
have mastered the basic techniques: ‘technique is not what I want to 
explore in this book,’ says Alvaro. ‘I want you to discover and exploit 
your personal vision – your own way of looking at the world.’
Part 1 of the book, Essentials, contains three sections. In the first, Think 
and Feel your Way to Emotive Art, Alvaro advises readers to find a scene 
that moves them, plan first, then paint from the heart. Learn from every 
painting you make, he says. All the lessons are there in your own work. 
The second section, Materials: Setting up to Paint, recommends the 
products Alvaro endorses. A section at the end of the book, Use the 
Art Materials Alvaro Chooses, sets out how to purchase them from his 
website, as well as plugging his instructional DVDs and workshops. A 
well known Australian watercolourist relates how Alvaro, whose native 
language is Spanish, confided to him that he hates his accent. ‘There’s 
one word you pronounce perfectly, mate,’ he replied, ‘and that’s “dollar”.’ 
In the third section, Brushstrokes, Alvaro advises varying your 
brushstrokes: ‘Diversity is the key, and the fewer brushstrokes you 
make, the better.’
The book’s second part, deals with what Alvaro calls The 4 Pillars of 
Watercolour: Colour, Shape, Value and Edges.
If the colour scheme in a painting fails, says Alvaro, the painting will 
also fail. Choice of colour should be an expression of the individual 
artist’s personality but a limited palette often has more impact than 
using lots of colours. Alvaro recommends painting with a good balance 
of warm and cool greys. When mixing different greys he often makes 
use of the leftover colour on his palette which ensures that the greys 
will be harmonious with the colours he has already used. He advocates 
using secondary and tertiary colours rather than colour straight from 
the tube. 

Alvaro advises 
considering the 
small, medium and 
large shapes in a 
scene then making 
sure that they are 
interconnected to 
give your painting 
harmony, rhythm 
and impact.
The tones in your 
painting should be 
simplified, Alvaro suggests, by working mainly with four major 
values: two light, two dark. He likes to create strong contrast 
around the focal point and uses more subdued values in the 
surrounding areas in order to draw the viewer’s attention to 
the centre of interest. When you understand tonal value, says 
Alvaro, you will understand light.
Having a balance of edges in every painting is important, he 
maintains. Alvaro’s advice is to plan the edges in each painting 
in order to know when to paint them, as the degree of wetness 
of the paper determines whether the edge will be hard or soft.
The paintings that accompany the section on the 4 Pillars of 
Watercolour are used to illustrate the points Alvaro is making 
in the text. A final section of the book features 8 step by step 
demonstration paintings.
Alvaro is one of the world’s outstanding watercolourists. 
Alvaro Castagnet’s Watercolour Masterclass is more of a 
coffee table book showcasing his artwork (and you can learn 
a lot by looking carefully at his paintings) than a handbook 
of instruction. It’s a book for the reasonably proficient artist 
who is primarily interested in having a great collection of 
watercolour paintings to look at and admire. 

ALVARO CASTAGNET’S WATERCOLOUR MASTERCLASS

Reviewed by JOHN TOFT

just another component to be manipulated by the artist. You don’t 
treat them with absolute reverence to the detriment of the painting. 
In many instances you’ll tweak the shadow. If the scene you’re 
working on is 2pm in the afternoon, you want to do shadows at 5pm 
because you know they’re going to be longer and more beautiful. 
You’ve got to create attractive shapes with your shadows.

SUMMING UP
‘So there are two aspects to painting shadows. It’s understanding that 
the blue light thing is the reason for many shadows having a blue-
mauve appearance but there’s still a function of the thing that the 
shadow’s falling on. But if you just treat it like that in isolation you 
aren’t really thinking like a proper painter and if you’re a good painter 
who knows that the real secret is pleasing shapes and patterns in a 
painting, you’ve got to allow that particular philosophy to override 
the randomness of what Mother Nature provides on any given day.
Are you going to record, are you going to be a reporter, or are you the 
better artist who transcends reporting? Because reporting is really 
only the beginning. The beginner artists, the reasonably proficient 
ones, the best thing they can do is report and they report for the first 
5 years of their art career but after that you’ve got to go beyond the 
idea of reportage - that is what it is - and then you’re going to change 
those shadows and make them look better.
And that’s the real secret of being a good realist artist: you bring 
out the best elements of the clouds in the sky; you bring out the 
best moment of light in the landscape and you bring out the best 
arrangement of what shadows could possibly do in your painting.’    

Watercolour technique

ALAN COLLINS – WATERCOLOURS
3–25 September at 223 The Esplanade Petone

Alan is a long standing and well respected WNZ 
member and for this solo exhibition he has painted 

a breath-taking collection of 30 new landscapes and 
seascapes from Kapiti to Pencarrow.  Alan sees beauty 

in the most humble of scenes and his finely drafted 
works capture sunlit waters, soft billowing clouds and 

the local world in action around him.
Phone 04 979 9889

www.facebook.com/Alfred.Memelink.Artist/



a painting by Adrienne Pavelka

Greg Allen painting
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Workshops

As a watercolour artist, you collect a range of equipment – palettes, 
boards, brush holders, bags, even a variety of water containers - and 
board supports. Revered artists tell us that for best results we need to 
be at arm’s length from our painting and be able to step back and view 
it with a critical squint! Indoors you might have it propped on a table.  
If you are a keen outdoor painter an easel is ideal. However to get the 
ideal composition, we often need to clamber down a bank, trek up a 
hillside, or even bike along a trail. So the equipment needs to be light, 
compact and portable. But …. too light and the easel is susceptible to 
the breeze – or gale – and the work lands face down in damp grass.  
Here are some suggestions from those who have tangled with outdoor 
easel design over a few years.

You can purchase a field painting 
box or a light-weight easel from an 
art supply store. A painting box 
has a tray, a tilting mechanism, can 
accommodate different sized boards 
and has adjustable legs. It will cost 
around $250. A painting box is heavy 
and is tricky to fit in your backpack. 
If you are considering a light-weight 
easel from an art store, check that it 
has a tilting mechanism. Many are built 
to suit an oil painter and do not tilt; a 
watercolourist likes to alter the angle 
of the paper at different stages of the 
painting.

An easel for outdoor painting
BY SUE WILD

To book a workshop or request further information:
Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

If you don’t use email, phone Sue Wild (04) 5267304

WATERCOLOUR TECHNIQUES
Tutor: Adrienne Pavelka
Adrienne is one of New Zealand’s best known watercolourists. One of her 
paintings is featured on the cover of Denis Robinson’s book New Zealand 
in Watercolour. ‘My current style,’ says Adrienne, ‘is to eliminate the detail 
and simplify and emphasise the effects of the sky’s rhythms and light on 
land or reflected water...I use a big brush and gallons of pure colour to 
achieve a clean, fresh effect.’  In this workshop, Adrienne will explore the 
fun aspects of watercolour painting and encourage you to experiment with 
some new techniques. She will demonstrate her techniques for painting 
the glorious wet in wet skies that are such a feature of her paintings of 
the South Island high country. You will also try something completely 
different - a still life.

One Day Workshop                            Class: 2016/5

Equipment, demos

NEW STEP BY STEP DEMONSTRATIONS 
SECTION ON WNZ WEBSITE

A new addition to the Resources section of the WNZ website 
is a series of photos showing step by step demonstrations 
of watercolour painting. The first in the series shows top 
Australian watercolourist Greg Allen painting on location 
in Wellington during an outdoor painting workshop he 
conducted for WNZ in 2013. Greg, who has won a number of 
major awards for his watercolours, has made two instructional 
DVDs for APV films, A World of Watercolour and Greg Allen’s 
Watercolour Techniques. We’re grateful to Greg for allowing us 
to use these photos on the WNZ website.

Dates:  Sunday 16 October 2016, 9:30am–4:30pm
Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Level: All (not absolute beginners)
Fee:  $90

Another option is to purchase a camera tripod and adapt it. These 
cost about $50. They are light, fold up into a bag and have a tilting 
mechanism. You will need a method of connecting the support board 
to the top of the tripod. One option is to adhere the ‘quick release 
plate’ (square of plastic approx. 5 x 4 cms that screws into the bottom 
of the camera and connects to the head of the tripod) directly to a 
piece of gatorboard.  Another is to connect the quick release plate to a 
bespoke aluminium plate with sliding clasp for the gatorboard.  This 
will accommodate various sizes of board.

Further refinements can be added:  a platform for brushes and water, 
and a bag or bottle slung below as a stabilising weight.

Or … a simple alternative might be to find an upturned boat!

Come to painter’s paradise
in beautiful Hawkes Bay!

Watercolours and sketching at historical
Wallingford House with tutor Jacky Pearson.

LONG WEEKEND: 26–28 NOVEMBER 2016

A Wallingford guest price of $600 applies per individual. This 
price includes 3 nights’ luxury accomodation; 3 breakfasts, 

morning teas, lunches and afternoon teas and 3 cordon bleu 
dinners. Non-painters most welcome.

Painters and sketchers: a tuition price of $250 also applies.

For more info and brochure, email Jacky: info@jackypearson.com
and for further information about Wallingford House,

visit www.wallingford.co.nz

Greek Islands Painting Trip
5–24 OCTOBER 2016

There is still time to book – Art Trip to the 
Greek Islands – a few spaces still available, 

fun, sketching, tuition, sun, watercolours, sun, 
fabulous views, sun, food... what more! 

For a brochure and prices contact Jacky Pearson:
info@jackypearson.com or 06 370 2440

Jacky Pearson’s Watercolour for Beginners
Report by MARGARET TAYLOR

Watercolour is a challenging medium and in Jacky Pearson, 
WNZ has found the perfect beginners’ tutor.  The barriers 
to learning were minimised with materials provided, careful 
step-by-step instruction, comprehensive notes and ample 
demonstrations.  
Initially Jacky taught us how to use the brushes and mix 
the paint to make different washes. I had never achieved a 
successful graded wash before. However, doing this on small 
scale with very exact instructions on the ratio of water to paint 
saw me achieve an acceptable result within a short time.  
We began a small landscape with a graded wash toward the 
horizon line, a few hills and fields in afternoon light.  The 
key learning point was how to depict distance and depth in a 
painting through colour and scale.  We took photos of Jacky’s 
technique posters and agreed that she should write a book!
On Sunday we completed our paintings with trees in the 
mid-ground complete 
with shadows and a 
foreground fence-
line and large tree.  I 
think the technique for 
shadows will require 
a lot more practice as 
this was designed as an 
introductory course.   
Then we learned how 
to paint a boat in water 
using our stretched 
paper from Saturday 
with its sunset sky as 
the base.  I missed 
the critique as I had 
to leave early but the 
workshop is the best I 
have ever attended and 
I look forward to more.



Events Monthly Painting Group – ‘MPG’
The outdoor painting sessions have a co-ordinator for each group.  If you would like 
to be on the email list for reminder and update, please email the co-ordinator:
 • Wellington – Judy Langham - judyl@paradise.net.nz
 • Kapiti – Eppie Murton - pauleppie@xtra.co.nz

WELLINGTON GROUP    10:00am – 12:15pm    Coordinator: Judy Langham (04) 9343046 or 027-3091888
Date Day Coordinator Painting location Café

26 Sept Helen Wilson Front of Parliament grounds Italian café near local New World
30 Oct Lynn Crooks Seaview Marina Pavilion at Williams Park, Days Bay
27 Nov Alf Memelink Shandon golf course, looking up Hutt River;

  entrance at end of Jackson St
Petone Beach Café (old Jetty)
  160 The Esplanade

KAPITI GROUP    9:45am – 12:30pm    Coordinator: Eppie Murton (04) 2931936
Date Day Coordinator Painting location Café / picnic lunch

10 Sept Eppie Murton 22 Sunset Terrace, Waikanae Beach Local café
2 Oct Eppie Murton Meet at station at 9:45 to carpool to Pukerua Bay beach Bring your own lunch
Nov           – Kapiti Arts Trail           –
4 Dec Eppie Murton Eppie’s garden and rocks Shared lunch

OTHER DATES for your Diary
30 September Splash 2016 entry forms due
11 October Splash 2016 submission day
15 – 30 October Splash exhibition (Opening Night: 14 Oct)
16 October Adrienne Pavelka’s one day Watercolour

Techniques workshop
11 – 15 November Safari to Reefton (details below)

Full details of location (directions), painting subject and café are listed on the
Watercolour New Zealand website www.watercolournewzealand.nz

Our next safari:
SPRING SAFARI TO REEFTON

11–15 NOVEMBER 2016 
Spend a long weekend with fellow artists, painting outdoors and 
socialising in the lovely old town of Reefton. Make new friends.  
Reefton is a small town about 80 km northeast of Greymouth, in 
the valley of the Inangahua River, with a population of about 1000 
and an array of historic buildings and local characters.
As we have a ferry crossing and four hour drive to Reefton, we will 
want to stay three days.  We’ll share rental van/s, or take your own 
car.  Those who work may wish to fly to Nelson and hire a car. 
We’ll stay in “The Old Nurses Home”, a pleasant guesthouse.  For 
this safari we’ll eat out one night and cook our own shared dinners 
on others. On Monday afternoon, we’ll hold a small exhibition of 
our watercolours, before heading home on Tuesday.  Partners and 
friends are welcome.  
For further information on the Safari please email:
        bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz 


